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BROOKSTONE BUILDERS, INC. AWARDED  
PEASE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY DOCK 

PROJECT 
 

EXPANDED CAPACITY TO ADDRESS INCREASED COMMERCIAL SHIPPING 

DEMAND AS WELL AS TOURISM IN NH 

 

MANCHESTER, NH – Brookstone Builders, Inc., 

construction managers and general contractors 

headquartered in Manchester, New Hampshire, 

recently announced that they have been  

awarded a two-phase expansion project by the  

Pease Development Authority (PDA). 

 

The first phase of the project will involve the 

construction of a concrete floating dock and gangway at Portsmouth’s 

Market Street Marine Terminal on the Piscataqua River. The last six miles 

of the river forms one of the finest harbors in the northeastern United 

States, and the dock will be designed for heavy-duty commercial use. The 

83-foot structure will be mounted on a floatation system to accommodate 

the tidal nature of the river, and will be connected to Market Street by a 

thirty-eight foot gangway. The project will require various marine specialties, drilling and steel work.   

Phase two of the project, scheduled to begin in early spring, will involve the 

reconstruction and enlargement of an existing boat ramp in a location 

within the terminal, adjacent to the dock. In addition to expanding the 

overall capacity for commercial shipping, a tall ship festival is also in  

the planning stages. 

 “We are very happy to have been selected for this specialty project,” said 

Paula Scales, President of Brookstone Builders. “While we have worked at 

the Pease International Tradeport in the past, but this is our first time 

working directly with the PDA, and we look forward to the business 

relationship.”  

A certified Women’s Business Enterprise (WBENC), Brookstone Builders, Inc. was founded in 1984. The company provides 

commercial, industrial, and design-build solutions throughout northern New England, and has also been involved in a wide range of 

specialty and renovation projects.  For additional information please visit www.brookbuild.com .    
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Ms. Paula Scales 
Brookstone Builders, Inc. 
600 Harvey Rd. 
Manchester, NH 
 

Dear Paula, 
 
I want you and Brookstone to know what a 
pleasure it was to work with you folks  
[on the dock project].  
 
As with any project we encountered 
problems along the way, and Brookstone 
approached those problems straight on. 
Your personal involvement was especially 
noted.  
 
Your attention to our concerns was always 
addressed promptly. I look forward to the 
opportunity to work on a future project with 
you and Brookstone Builders. 
 
Regards 
Geno Marconi 
Port Director 
 

http://www.brookbuild.com/

